1st Bowral Bio-mimetic Chemistry (BBC-1) Workshop

Gibraltar Hotel, Bowral

Chair: A/Prof. Pall Thordarson

Tuesday 23rd July 2013

Program

9:15-9:30 Arrive at Gibraltar Hotel
9:30-10:00 Welcome, setting up laptops, quick word again about references
10:00-10:15 Morning Tea
10:15-11:15 Planning a paper.
11:15-12:30 Writing up your experimental data
13:30-14:30 Figures and Schemes
14:30-14:50 Jon Beves – What to do when writing a paper
14:50-15:30 Continue working with your papers
15:30-15:45 Afternoon tea
15:45-16:45 Continue working with your papers
16:45-17:30 Introduction, abstracts and conclusions
17:30-18:00 Closing session- check-in into Hotel
19:00-22:00 Dinner at Harvey’s Bar

Breakfast the following morning is included in your accommodation.